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onswert, also die Vorteile der Nutzung der geschützten Verletzungssituation seiner MÖglichkeit beraubt worden
Erfindung für den Lizenznehmer, gerechtfertigt. Hier- ist, der Nutzung des geschütztenErfindung zu widerdurch lässt sich auch in Deutschland erreichen. dass sich

sprechen.Dies lässt sich durch eine Korrektur der Lidie Lizenzanalogiein ihrem Ergebnisvon der Ähnlich- zenzhöhe in Ansehung des Kooperationswerts leisten.
keit mit einer Zwangslizenzentfernt.Wie in der italie- Bei der Anwendung einer solchen Korrektur des Lizenznischen Rechtspraxis

anerkannt

und in der Gesetzes-

begründung der jüngsten Patentrechtsreform in Japan
vorgesehen, ist es geboten, gerade auch den Umstand

bei der Bemessung eines angemessenen Schadensersatzes

zu berücksichtigen,dass der Schutzrechtsinhaber
in der

satzes ist indes – wie bei der Herausgabe des Verletzer-

gewinns – darauf zu achten, bei der Bemessung des
Schadensersatzesnur solche Vorteile des Verletzers zu
berücksichtigen, die bei einer wertenden Betrachtung
auf der Rechtsverletzungberuhen.

MARK SCHWEIZER*

Patent Infringement by Equivalent Means in Switzerland
German doctrine and case law on patent infringement

by equivalent means has heavily influenced Swiss
practice, with one important difference. Similar to the

UK Supreme Court’s approach inActavis v. Eli Lilly,the

Swiss Federal Patent Court assesseswhether it was
obvious to the skilled person that the variant and the

replaced feature fulfil the same function from an ex
post perspective, i. e., knowing that the feature has

been replaced. The contribution explains the Swiss

approach to determËning a patent’s scope of protecti-

on and wonders whether it succeeds in striking a
balance between fair protection for the patentee and

a reasonable degree of certainty for third parties.

1.Introduction
Both in his scientific writings as well as in leading cases

wherehe sat as a judgeof the Bundesgerichtshof
Prof.
Peter Meier-Beck has made important contributions to
the determination of the scope of protection of patents.

These writings and decisions have had an impact far

beyond the borders of Germany. Most readerswill be
aware of the influenceof the German doctrine of infringement by equivalent means shaped by Prof. Meier-Beck

on the UK SupremeCourt in Actauis UK Ltd. u. Eli LilII

p-toluenesulfonic acid. The allegedly infringing method of

manufacturing used a step of dehydration in the presence
ofpyridine, a basic heterocyclic organic compound.
The Federal Patent Court summarized the existing Swiss
case law on infringement by equivalent means as requiring that (i) the replaced feature fulfils the same function
as the claimed feature and (ii) the replaced feature was

made obvious to the skilled person by the patentedteaching.5 it then added that a third question was necessary
to safeguard the interests of third parties relying on the

wording of the granted claims. In view of the primacy of
the claims for determining the scope of protection, the

two questionsinsufficientlytook into accountthe binding nature of the claim’s wording. A third questionwas
necessaryto tie back the scope of protection to the wording of the claim. The third question was the one formu-

lated by the Bundesgerichtshofin the SCbneidmesseT
1
judgment,6namely whether the skilled person focusing
on the essential meaning of the technical teaching pro-

tectedby the patent would regard the variant as being
equivalent to the solution offered by the invention.7 App-

lying the three questionsthus formulated,the court
found the assertedclaim infringed by equivalentmeans.
The Federal Supreme Court dismissed an appeal against

the decision.8However, because the decision was rendered in interim injunction proceedings, only violations of

and Co.,1 in which the court famouslyabandonedthe constitutional rights could be invoked on appeal and the
determination of the scope of protection solely by “purposive construction” and accepted a doctrine of infringe-

Supreme Court did not address the test for equivalent

known is the influenceof the German doctrine on the

In a subsequent case involving valves preventing gases

ment by equivalentmeans for the UK. Probably less well
Swiss case law. The present contribution seeks to expose

the influence of German case law on Swiss practice and
addresses some open questions.

II. Equivalencyin Switzerland before Pemetrexed

The Swiss Federal Patent Court, which unlike the Ger-

man Federal Patent Court deals with both patent infringement as well as patent validity,2 started accepting cases

in 2012. It addressedthe infringementof a patent by
equivalent means for the first time in a decision published
in early 2013.3 The patents at issue4 concerned methods
of manufacturing drospirenone, an active pharmaceutical

ingredient used in contraceptives. The method of one
patent required a step of dehydration through addition of

infringement.

At

from escapingwaterless urinals, the FederalPatentCourt

reformulated the second “drospirenone” question. In the
* PD Dr. jur., LL.M. (Ann Arbor); President of the Federal Patent Court,
St. Gallen.

1 UK SupremeCourt, Actauis u. Eli Lilly [2017] UKSC 48.

2 Art. 26 Act on the Federal Patent Court.
3 Swiss Federal Patent Court [FPC], decision S 2013_001 of 21 March

2013– Drospirenon.
4 EP 1 149 840 B2.

5 FPC. decision S 2013 001 of 21 March 2013. cons. 17.2.
6 BGH GRUFt 2002. 515 – Schneidmesser

1,

7 Translation of the third Scbneidmesser I question as given in UK

SupremeCourt, Actauis u. Eli Lilly [2017] UKSC 48, at para. 44. The
Swiss court verbatim quoted the question as stated by Meier-Beck
GRUR 2003, 905 (907).

8 Swiss Federal Supreme Court [FSC], decision 4A_160/2013 of 21
August 2013
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“gas value“ case the allegedly infringing embodiment
was patented, and it was precisely the disputed variant
that led to the novelty and (according to the examiner at

The examiner objected to the admissibility of the new
claim(s), assertingthat they introduced new matter contrary to Art. 123(2) EPC 2000 as the applicationas filed

achieves the same function as the claimed feature invol-

on, namely the use of pemetrexed disodivrm in the manu-

skilled person that the variant had the same function as

the active ingredient in Eli Lilly’s drug ALIMTACR) which
was used in the examples disclosed in the application as

the EuropeanPatentOffice) non-obviousness
of the disclosed only the use of pemetrexed disodium . The payounger invention.9 The court held that the relevant tentee amended the claim(s) a second time to what it
questionwas not whetherrecognizing’
that the variant referred to as the “preferred embodiment” of the inventivcd inventivestep, but whetherit was evidentto the
the replaced feature based on the teachingof the pa-

tent.10in other words, the second question is not assessed
ex ante, before the variant is known, but rather ex post,

comparing the variant with the claimed feature and asking whether it is evidentthat the variant works like the
claimed feature.
It is safe to assume that Lord Neuberger, when writing for
the UK Supreme Court in Actauis u. Eli Lilly, was unaware

of the Swiss decision rendered 18 months earlier in a case
involving valves for waterless urinals. Still, he came to a

similar conclusion, rejecting the German formulation of
the second question and instead asking whether

“ on being told what the uariant does, [would] the notional
addressee ... consider it obvious that it achieved substantial-

ly the same result in substantiallythe same way as the
invention” .11

Unlike the Swiss second question, Lord Neuberger’s formulation focuses on the waT the variant works, possibly

influenced by the US Supreme Court’s “function-way-

facture of a medicament etc. Pemetrexeddisodium was
filed

In Switzerland as in the UK, the respective local compa-

nies of the Actavis group filed for declarations of non-

infringement for the commercialization of a medicament

comprising other salt forms of pemetrexed,namely pe-

metrexeddipotassium, and vitamin B12 for the treatrnent of (lung) cancer.

In its decision of 9 March 2017 – i. e., beforethe decision
of the UK Supreme Court issued, but after the Bundesgerichtshof had decided thc parallel German case – the
Swiss Federal Patent Court found for Actavis.16 it primarily held that claiming protection for an embodiment that

was surrenderedduring prosecutionwas actrngagarnst
good faith in contraventionof Art. 2(2) Civil Code. The
problem was not that the patentee had acted in bad faith

during the prosecution of the application. The bad faith
manifested itself in enforcing the patent after grant
against an embodiment that fell within the literal mea-

result” test.12

ning of the claims as originallyfiled, but outsidethe

On appeal from the U7inaluentil decision, the Swiss FederaI Supreme Court endorsed the three questions as formulated by the Patent Court, with an important caueat concerning the second question. Regarding the second questi-

duct juenire contra factum propriuml and did not deser-

on, the Federal Supreme Court re-stated the traditional
question, namely whether the variant was obvious in view
of the teaching of the patent, citing the Bundesgerichtshof’s

Scbrreidmesserdecision and the contribution by MeierBeck in GRUR 2003.13 it then added, however, that whether a variant was patentablewas irrelevant for a finding of

infringement by equivalent means. Referring to the provision for a compulsory license for dependent inventions,14

the Federal Supreme Court pointed out that according to
the Patent Act the fact that an embodiment was inventive
did not preclude a finding ofinfringement.15

III. The Pemetrexed decisions of the Federal Patent Court and the FederalSupreme Court

The facts of the Pemetrexed case will be familiar to the
reader. At the time of filing the patent at issue, antifolates

literal meaning of the claims after a deliberate limitation.
This constituted acting against one’s own previous con-

ve protection.The patenteecould havecontestedthe
examiner’s objections. It instead chose to amend the
claims to have the patent issue faster. Third parties had a
reliance interest that the surrender in scope of protection
introduced by the claim limitation was irreversible.17

The reasoningof the SwissFederalPatentCourt is similar to that of the Court of Milan in an interim decision of

12 September2017 (overturnedon appeal)and of the
District Court of the Hague in a decisionof 19 June 2019
(overturned on appeal).18 Both the Italian and the Dutch
court also found that the limitation to a specific salt form

9 The allegedly infringed patent was EP 1 579 133 BT, the patent on the
variant EP 2 553 299 Bl.

10 FPC) decision C)2014_002 of 25 January 2016 cons. 6.5.2.4 - Uri-

naluentil 1: “Zu beurteilen ist, ob, tuerm die Merkmale ausgetauscht

studI die Gleichwirkung für den Fachmann bei objektiver Betrachtung
unter Berücksichtigung der Lehre des Patents offensichtlich ist. “ (emphasis added).

UK SupremeCourt, Actauis u. Eli Lilly [20171UKSC 48, at para. 62
such as pemetrexedwere known to have therapeutic 11
(emphasis added). Lord Neuberger adds that this approach was consiseffects on cancerous tumours. However, when used for tentwith the German approach. That appearswrong. For an attemptat

that purpose, antifolates have seriously damaging, sometimes fatal, side-effects. To overcome these side-effects,
the original claims as filed suggested the use of an arrtifo-

reconciliation see Meier-Beck GRUR 2018, 241(246)

agent in the manufacture of a medicamentuseful in

2018, 241 (245).

late in combination with a methylmalonic acid lowering
lowering the mammalian toxicity associated with an an-

tifolate. During prosecution at the European Patent Of-

fice, the examiner raised a first objection regarding clari-

ty and lack of disclosure.The patenteeamendedthe
claim(s) to

12 See U. S. Supreme Court, Grauer Tank & Mfg. Co. u. Linde Air

Products Co. 339 U. S. 605 (1950), for a formulationof the “triple
identity” test. The Bundesgerichtshof’sScbneidmesserquestionsmay be
closer to this approach than generally understood, Meier-Beck GRUR
13 DFT 142 III 772, cons. 6.1 and 6.2.1.

14 Art. 36 Patent Act.
15 DFT 142 III 772, cons. 6.4
16 FP(,,, decision 02015 004 of 9 March 2017 – Pemetrexed I
17 FP(_, decision 02015 004 of 9 March 2017, cons. 4.5.3.

18 Court of Milan, Eli Lilly & Co, Eli Lilly Italia Spa v. Fresenius
Oncology P LC. and Fresenius 1<abi Sr 1, interim decision 54470/2016 of

September2017; Court of Milan, decision45209/2017of 15 Octo“use of pemeLrexedin the manufactureof a medicament 12
ber 2018; Rechtbank Den Haag, decision C-09/541424/HA ZA 17-1097

[...] wherein said medicament is to be administered in combination with vitamin B12 or a pharmaceutical derivative
thereof” .

of 19 June 2019. On 27 October 2020, the Gerechtshof Den Haag
overturned the lower court’s decision and found for the patentee, NL:

GHDHA:2020:2052.

of the active ingredient prevented the patentee from clai-

ming protection for another salt form after grant. This

But this is the exact paragraph where Lord Neuberger
dismisses the approach of identifying the variant from an

reasoningis, however,in starkcontrastto that of the ex ante perspective and endorses a re-formulation of the
Bundesgerichtshof

and the UK Supreme

Court

in the

parallel German and UK litigation, the latter judgment
having been issued by the time the Swiss Federal Supreme

Court decided on 20 October 2017 on the appeal against
the Federal Patent Court’s judgment. The Federal Supre-

me Court sided with these latter courts, allowing EII
Lilly’s appeal and overturning the decision of the first
instance court.19

The court recalledthat abuse of right was an emergency
stopgap (“Notbehelf” ) when the application of a specific

provision led to extreme injustice (“krasses Unrecht”).

Acting against one’s previous conduct was not per se
unworthy of protection. Prior conduct was only binding
when it had created a reliance interest for third parties. If
one followed the ruling doctrine that the prosecution

history was irrelevantfor claim construction, it followed
that no relianceinterestcould be created by any conduct
of the applicant during prosecution.28
The Federal Supreme Court did not go as far as declaring

that the prosecutinghistory could never be relevant for

claim constTvrctiorr.
becausethe Patent Court had not

corlstrued the claim taking into account the prosecution

history – the meaningof “pemetrexeddisodium” was
clear. The Patent Court had refused to extend the scope

of pTotectionof the claim to other salt forms of pemetre-

second Improuer question that turns to an ex post perspectlve.

Applying the second question to the facts of the Pemetre-

led case, the court finds that it was obvious for the
skilled person that pemetrexed dipotassium would work

in the sameway as pemetrexeddisodium, notwithstanding the fact that he or she may have to conduct routine
experiments to verify the equivalency.25

In applying the third question, the Federal Supreme
Court

re-words

the question

substantially.

Instead

of

requiring that the skilled person focusing on the essential
meaning of the technical teaching protected by the patent
would regard the variant as being equivalent to the solution offered by the invention, the third question is phrased as requiring that the skilled person, when reading the

patent, concludes that the patentee– for whatever reasons – formulated the claim so narrowjy that it surrende-

red protection for an equally effectiveand obvious variant.26This is, at least in form, closer to the UK Supreme
Court’s formulation of the third protocol question than

the Bundesgerichtshof’s
third Scbneidmesse7
question
The difference in substance is probably rather small.27
Applying the thus formulated question to the facts of the
case, the Federal Supreme Court statesthat the mere fact

could be warranted, but the reason for the amendment
had to be considered. If the applicant merely complied

that a claim was amendedduring prosecutiondoes not
warrant concludingthat the patenteesurrenderedprotection for equivalent variants of the limited feature.

pemetrexed disodium) were to be considered, not equiva-

surrendering protection for equivalents, but not if the

xed based on Article 2(2) Civil Code. Such a refusal

with an examiner’sobjectionto have the patent issue Closely echoing the Bundesgerichtshof’s judgment in the
faster,it did not lead to “extreme injustice” to hold the parallel case, the court emphasized that the 7eason why
amendedclaim infringed by equivalentmeans after the claim was amended was decisive. Only if the amendgrant. After all, the amendmentdid have a limiting effect, ment was introduced to distinguish the subject matter of
as now only equivalentsto the limited feature (here: the invention from the prior art could it be considered as
lents to the feature originally claimed (here: antifolates).21

Having found that the prosecutionhistory was no obstacle to extending the scope of protection of the asserted

claimswereamendedto complywith “formal” objections, among which the court evidentlycounts the prohibition to amend the application in such a way that it
contains subject-matterwhich extends beyond the con-

claim to other salt forms of pemetrexed,the Federal tent of the application as filed (Art. 123 [2] EPC 2000).28
Supreme Court turned to the infringement analysis. It restated the three questions from the “Urinalventil” case

Citing the Bundesgerichtshof’s Pemetrexed judgment, the

Pemetrexed case. While the re-statement of the questions
in consideration 5.1 adds nothing new, the application to
the Pemet7exedfacts does seem to alter the questions.

tection for other salt forms of pemetrexed by choosing to

and then proceededto apply them to the facts of the

Nothing much happensin the application of the first
question. The court takes the opportunity to clarify that
the variant must fulfil aI[ the functions of the claimed
feature relevant for the invention, referencing Meier-

Federal Supreme Court adds that the facts also fail to
support the conclusion that the patenteeforwent pro-

only protect parts of the disclosureof the invention
(“ Auswahlentscheidung”). Such a choice could only be
assumed if the patent disclosedat least two specific embodiments of the invention, of which only one was within the literal meaning of the claim.29

Beck22. In the case of pemetrexed dipotassium instead of

the claimed pemetrexeddisodium, this was clearly the
case

It getsmore interestingin the applicationof the second
question. The court states that the skilled person must be

put in a position to identify the variant by the patented

invention; if the uariaytt was based on inuentiue actiuit) ,
it was Obrtsidetbe scope of protection.13 This statement is

in directcontradiction
to the earlierstatementin the

Urirralverltil case that it was irrelevant whether the variant was patentable.24in support of the statement that the
variant must not be based on inventive activity, the FederaI Supreme Court cites para 62 of the UK Supreme

Court’s judgmentof 12 July 2017 in Actauis u. Eli Lilly.

19 DFT 143 III 666 – Pemetrexed II
20 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 4.1.
21 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 4.5.

22 Meier-Beck GRUR Int 2005, 796 (800).
23 DFT 143 III 666. cons. 5.4.1
24 DFT 142 III 772, cons. 6.4.
25 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 5.4.3.

26 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 5.5.1: “Danach ist zu beurteilen,ob der fachkundige Dritte bei objektiver Lektüre der Patentschrift zum Schluss
gelangt,der Patentinhaberhabe den Anspruch – aus welchen Gründen

auch immer – so eng formuliert,dass er den Schutz für eine gleichwirkende und auffindbare Ausführung nicht beanspruche“

27 Meier-Beck GRUR 2003, 906 (909); BGH GRUR 2016, 921 para 51

– Pemet7exed.
28 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 5.5.4.
29 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 5.5.4 i. f.
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IV. Equivalency in Switzerland after Pemetrexed

thing, but the reason to include non-literallyinfringing

The Federal Patent Court has had three opportunities to
assess an alleged infringement by equivalent means since
the Federal Supreme Court’s judgment in the Pemetrexed

ernbodiments within the scope of protection of a patent
is to balance a fair protection for the patent proprietor

writing instrument,the court formulatedthe first two
questionsas in its U7irzaluentil
decisionand the third

her the Swiss approach to equivalency achieves this policy goal. I must stress that these are my personal thoughts,
notwithstanding my position as president of the Federal

case issued. In the first case, concerning a horological
question as formulated by the Federal Supreme Court in
the specific section of the Pemetrexed judgment.30 The

court, in otherwords, stuck with its decisionto assess
the second question ex post. Applying the questions to
the facts of the case, the court concludedthat there was
no infringement because the contested embodiment la-

cked a claimed feature entirely. An appeal against the

judgment was dismissed.31
The second case closely echoed the facts of the Pemetrexed case. The patent concerned a silicon hairspring for a
balance wheel of a mechanical watch. During prosecuti-

on the patenteelimitedthe type of silicon wafer to be
used to a monocrystalline wafer with {001} crystal plans.
The contested embodiment used a hairspring cut from a
[1 10/-wafer. it was undisputed that the orientation of the
lattice plans had no material effect on the functioning of

the invention and that a skilled person would recognize
this immediately.

Applying

the template

of the Pe7netre-

xed decision to the third question, the court concluded
that the reason for the limitation remained unclear. It
was not introduced to distinguish the invention from the

with a reasonable degree of certainty for third parties.36
In the following, I will add some observationson whet-

Patent Court.

1. Shouldthe findingthat the variant has the

same technical effect as the claimed feature
be based on an ex post or an ex ante perspective?
The primary differencebetweenthe German and the
Swiss approach – as practiced by the Federal Patent

Court – lies in the second of the three questions used to
determine the scope of protection. While the case law of

the Bundesgerichtshofrequires that the skilled person is
enabled by his expertise on the priority date to find the
modified means as having the same effect,37i. e., without
inventive activity, the Federal Patent Court asks whether

the skilled person recognizes that the variant fulfils the
same function as the claimed feature based on the pa-

tent’s teaching knowing that the feature has been replaccd.38

q

An advantage of the ex post assessment of the second

prior art. The patenteethereforedid not act in bad faith
by arguingfor infringementby equivaientmeansof the

question is that it captures infringementsby equivalent

more than one crystal orientation of the plans of the

should fall within the scope of protection

means when the variant is only discovered after the prio-

limited feature. The patent failed to specifically disclose

rity date.39 Most

patent lawyers agree that such cases

monocrystalline silicon waver. The limitation to a specific orientation could therefore not be considered a choice
to limit the protection to a specific embodiment.32
Finally, the Federal Patent Court considered infringement
by equivalent means of the base patent of a Supplementary Protection Certificate in obiter dicta in a judgment of

but they fall outside the wording of the second question

of the patent,4©

of the Bundesgerichtshof.
The other advantageof the
approach is that it treats equivalentinfringementby inventive variants the same as literal infringement by patented embodiments. The legislator does not consider the

inventiveness of a dependent invention as a defense
an infringement claim (cf. Art. 36 Patent Act).
3 May 2019. Gilead Scienceshad obtaineda Supplemen- against
The same should be true for inventive variants outside of
tary Protection Certificate (SPC) for a medicamentcomprising tenofovir disoproxil fumarate and emtricitabine the literal meaning of the assertedclaim.
(TRUVADA®).

Mepha Pharma commercialized

a gene-

ric version of TRUVADACR) comprising tenofovir disoproxil PbospbaLe and emtricitabine. The court held that
the scope of protection of the SPC encompassed aII medi-

caments comprising the same active ingredients irrespective of the salt form as long as they were pharmaceu-

Kellenter criticizes this reasoning because in the case of

inventivevariants, the careful patenteecould not have
formulated the claim such that it literal ly encompasses
the variant without further inventiveactivity. It therefore

does not deserve protection for such variants.41
The most serious disadvantage of the ex post assessment

tically equivalent, ie, covered by the same marketing of the obviousnessof the variant is that the questionis
authorization.33

Alternatively,

if one were to apply the

“general principles of patent law” for determining the
scope of protection of an SPC the SPC would be infrin-

30 FPC decision02015_018 of 15 June 2018, cons. 60 – instrument

test as formulated by the Federal Supreme Court in the

The decision was issued in preliminary injunction proceedingsand not

ged by equivalent means when applying the three-factor
Pemetrexed

case.34 Again,

the Patent Court

used the

formulation of the secondquestion according to the Uri-

natuenLit case, i. e. an ex post assessment. The decision

was confirmedon appeal basedon the principal reasoning (pharmaceuticalequivalence)
without the Federal
Supreme Court addressing the obiter dicta concerning
the determination
of the scopeof protectionof an SPC
using “general principles of patent law” .35

V. Policy lssues
Subtle differences in phrasing the questions used to determine the scope of protection of a patent claim are one

d’ëcriture.
31 FSC decision 'IA_435/2018 of 29 January 2019.
32 FPC decision S 2018_006 of 8 February 2019 - silicon hairspring.
appealed.

33 FPC decision 02017

023 of 3 May 2019, cc>ns. 27 – SCbUlcbeTeicb

ESZ
34 FPC decision02017_023 of 3 May 2019, cons.40.

35 FSC decision z+A_274/2019of 26 November 2019, cons. 4 – Schutzbereich ESZ ll.
36 Art. 1 Protocol on the Interpretation of Art. 69 EPC 2000.

37 Translation according to Meier-Beck in Pumfrey et al,, Yale J. Law
& Tech 2009, 261 (292)

38 FPC decision C)2014002 of 25 January 2016, ('ons. 6.5.2.4 – Uri-

nalventil

39UK SupremeCourt,Actauisu. Eli Lilly, [2017]UKSC 48, at pa-

ra. 63

40 For a court case see OLG Düsseldorf decision1-2 U 5/14 of 7 July
2016, GRUft-RS 2016, 21120 –Partikel-Auffallguorrichtutl8.

41 KellenterGRUR 2018, 247 (253). Critical also Meier-BeckGRUR
Int 2005, 796 (800).

rarely limiting and may lead to overly broad patentee Applying Hanlon’s razor – “never attribute to malice
protection. This has been objected against the UK Supre- that which is adequatelyexplained by stupidity” – not
me Court’s formulationof the second protocol questi- claiming specificallydisclosed embodiments appears to
on42and it applies in equal force, if not more forcefully, be the result of negligencerather than intent. Take the
to the Swiss formulation.
example of an application the claims of which were
narrowed so that specifically disclosed embodiments
fall outside the literal meaningof the claims. In case
2. When does a patentee formulate a claim so now
(i) the applicantdeletesany embodimentsnot within the

narrowly that it surrenders protection for
equivalent means?

At first blush the testwhetherthe skilled person, when
reading the patent, concludes that the patentee formulated

the clairn so narrowly that it surrendered protection for

an equally effectiveand obvious variant is hardly limiting.
Surely, a reasonable patenteewould not willingly limit the
scope of protection unless the claim was otherwise invalid

But the Federal Supreme Court also endorses the Bundesgerichtshof’s

reasoning in O kklusionsuorricb

Lung:+3 if

the patent discloses more than one SFiecific44embodiment

of the invention,those disclosedembodimentsthat fall
outside the literal meaning of the claim are considered

surrendered. This gives the third question “bite“ – Ok-

k[usionsu07ricbtung substantially reduced findings of infringement by equivalent means by lower courts in Germany.45
The logic of OkkIbIsionsuorrichtung

appears convin-

cing.46However, if one considersthe doctrine of equivalents to correct for drafting mistakes that lead to overly

narrow claims,47the logic loses its force.48I consider it
broadly correct that extending the scope of protection
beyond the literal meaning of the claim is justified when
the contribution of the patent to the state of the art would

have warranted a broader clairn, but the patenteemista-

kenly – or efficiently49– drafted the claim too narrowly.so
The patent has contributed specifically disclosed embodiments to the state of the art, while it arguably has not

contributed embodiments that are merely discoverable
based on the teaching of the patent. Policy therefore dicta-

tes that specificallydisclosedembodiments are more deserving of protection than non-disclosed embodiments.51

From a practitioner’s perspective, it also appears doubt-

ful that one can read a surrender of non-claimed disclo-

sed ernbodimentsinto a claim too narrowly drafted.

claims before publication of the grant, in case (ii) he fails

to do so. Under the logic of O kk\usionsuor7icbLung, the
scope of protection of the first patent is broader than that

of the second patent. It seems doubtful that policy
considerations support this distinction.

On the other hand, the Swiss approach to determining

the scope of protectionmay have inadvertentlytipped
the scales too far in favour of patentee.Inadvertently
becausethe result of the re-formulationof the third
question by the Federal Supreme Court in the Pemetreled case in combination with the earlier insistence in the
Urinaluentil case that inventive variants can be infringing

may not have been intended. It creates a test that will

often find in favour of the patentee if a variant fulfils the
same function(s) as the replaced feature. The second and

third question are rarely limiting. Accepting the reasoning of Okktusionsuorr icbtumg may be the limiting

factor neededeven if one is not fully convinced by the
persuasive strength of the decision.

42 See, e. g., Cordery, Actavis and Equivalents – One Year On, patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/07/12/actavis-equivalents-one-year (accessed 30 April 2020)
43 DFT 143 III 666 cons. 5.5.4 citing BGH GRUR 2016, 921 – Pemetrexed.

44 That it has to be specificallydisclosedwas clarified by BGH GRUR

2016, 921 –Pemelrexed, and GRUR 2016, 1254 –V-förmiRe Führungsanordnung
45 Kellenter GRUR 2018, 247 (249).

46 For a defenceof Okklusionsuorrichllmgsee Meier-Beck, FS 80 Jahre

Patentgerichtsbarkeit in Düsseldorf, 2016, 361(365)
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